
For Immediate Release 

Archisketch 2.9 is now accepting submissions to it’s “Archisketch Drawing Contest”, with more 
than $2500 in prize monies to be won. 

LONDON, UK - February 7, 2018 - Open Screen Ltd. is proud to announce the release of the latest version of 
Archisketch, the scale-aware sketching app for iPad. With its freehand sketching features and solid line drawing 
tools, Archisketch provides a simple, effective early-stage design and development solution with none of the 
complications of the CAD and BIM software traditionally used in the design industry. 

Archisketch users are not only enjoying the ease with which they can now produce scale drawings but many of 
them are also finding the app to be a useful stepping stone to the digital age. Take dvdbrwn, for example, who 
ended his five-star App Store review with these words: "This review from a senior, now transitioning to digital 
drawing after 35 years in the world of paper, pencil, pens and brushes." Or Ian Clifford, a Project Engineer from 
Revolusun Massachusetts, who said: "The app is great by the way and saves me so much time! Actually it got 
me a big raise at work, once I was able to show how much faster solar systems could be designed." 

As well as adding a number of new features and improvements, this version of Archisketch will allow works to 
be submitted for the "Archisketch Drawing Contest", which is running during the month of February 2018. 



Archisketch Drawing Contest 

Open Screen Limited is now accepting submissions for its "Archisketch Drawing Contest", with more than 
$2,500 in prize monies to be won. The competition is free to enter and it’s open to all existing and potential 
users of Archisketch. The competition aims to demonstrate the wide variety of work that can be produced using 
Archisketch on the iPad. If you are not an Archisketch user, you can still participate in the competition by 
becoming a beta tester. This not only gives you full access to Archisketch and allows you to submit to the 
"Archisketch Drawing Contest", but it also lets you use the application’s upcoming drawing features in your 
submissions. To register as a beta tester or for more information on the "Archisketch Drawing Contest" please 
visit the Archisketch Competition Page. 

New Features 

This version of Archisketch features major improvements to the polygon drawing tool - users can now select 
multiple nodes and then either move them, delete them or round off their corners. In addition, improvements 
to PDF integration allow sub sets of pdf pages to be imported from multi-page PDF documents. And, wherever 
possible, non-rasterised PDF files are now generated for emailing. Other enhancements include the ability to 
search for specific projects by title, and refinements to the measuring tools, allowing for the rounding of two 
decimal places.  

About Archisketch 

Archisketch is a scale-aware sketching program ideal for Architects, interior and landscape designers, product 
designers, design students, or anyone working in the construction industry on an iPad. 

Inspired by the tradition of sketching on a tracing pad, Archisketch brings sketching into the modern era on an 
iPad. Archisketch helps architects and designers visualise, capture and explore their ideas using layers, symbols, 
colours, dimension guidelines, 2D grids, isometric and axonometric 3D grids, and even smart one- and two-
point perspectives for 3D. When finished, drawings can be printed to scale directly from the iPad up to A1 size, 
or exported to PDF, which can be included in a CAD application, or uploaded to Adobe Creative Cloud. 

Pricing, Availability and Compatibility 

Archisketch is available immediately from the App Store as a free download for use with up to 50 shapes in two 
projects, with an in-app purchase for unlimited shapes and projects for US$9.99. 

Archisketch 2.9 requires iOS 11 or later on an iPad, iPad Air or iPad Pro. Support for Apple Pencil requires an 
iPad Pro. 

About Open Screen Ltd. 

Open Screen Ltd. is a privately held company headquartered in London. 

Archisketch is a trademark of Open Screen Ltd. Copyright (c) 2018, all rights reserved. All other trademarks or 
registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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